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What is Prompt Engineering?

The process of designing text input to an AI model to achieve 
desired behavior



Examples
Text-to-text model
Extract the company and person names in the text 
below:

Facebook has agreed to acquire Instagram, 
Reuters reports. Instagram CEO Kevin Systrom 
broke the news in a selfie with Mark Zuckerberg.

The company and person names in the text are 
Facebook, Instagram, Reuters, Kevin Systrom, and 
Mark Zuckerberg.



Examples
Text-to-text model
Extract the company and person names in the text 
below. Output each of them as a comma separated 
list:

Facebook has agreed to acquire Instagram, 
Reuters reports. Instagram CEO Kevin Systrom 
broke the news in a selfie with Mark Zuckerberg.

Sure, here you go!

People: Kevin Systrom, Mark Zuckerberg
Company names: Facebook, Instagram, Reuters



Examples
Text-to-text model Text-to-image model
Extract the entities mentioned in the text below. 
First extract all company names, then extract all 
people names.

Desired format:
Companies: <comma_separated_list>
People: <comma_separated_list>

Text: “““Facebook has agreed to acquire Instagram, 
Reuters reports. Instagram CEO Kevin Systrom 
broke the news in a selfie with Mark Zuckerberg.”””

Companies: Facebook, Instagram, Reuters
People: Kevin Systrom, Mark Zuckerberg
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High-quality DSLR photo of a cute pig in a big blue 
hat in a Dickensian back street at dusk, long 
shadows, beams of sunlight.

Source: dallery.gallery



How Does it Work?

Large text-to-* models (LLMs, text-to-image, etc) are pretrained 
on a wide range of content with a “completion” objective

Prompt engineering aims to nudge the model to generate a 
specific type of content based on trends in training data

Prompt engineering is highly empirical, because we do not 
deeply understand how models execute
• Plus, it’s a very new area (1-2 years)



Some Prompt Engineering Techniques

• Few-shot examples
• Chain-of-thought and scratchpads
• “Act like”
• “Magic phrases”

Many pages with suggestions online, e.g.:
• OpenAI prompt engineering tips
• Dallery Gallery and OpenArt for text-to-image

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/6654000-best-practices-for-prompt-engineering-with-openai-api
https://dallery.gallery/
https://openart.ai/promptbook
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Few-Shot Examples

Provide a few examples of inputs with desired behavior

Probably the most effective technique!



Few-Shot Examples
Plot from GPT-3 paper



Which Examples to Show?

There are many papers showing that “better” examples help the 
model generalize better (unless you just add a lot)

If you have more examples than fit in the LLM context window, 
consider searching for the most similar examples with retrieval



Chain-of-Thought & Scratchpads
Ask the model to write intermediate steps before giving answer



Chain-of-Thought with Examples

From Wei et al, 2022



“Zero-Shot” Chain-of-Thought

From Kojima et al, 2022



Scratchpads for Long Context
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Text about this from Dallery Gallery (instructors don’t really agree!)

Is Copying an Artist’s Style OK??



“Act-like” for Text-to-Text Models

Rewrite this in the style of Edgar Allan Poe Rewrite this in the style of talk like a pirate day



“Act-like” for Text-to-Text Models
In some cases, it seems we can prompt LLMs to do better at 
certain tasks by “acting as” a specific role



“Magic phrases” for Text-to-Text Models

Several papers have searched for sequences of tokens that elicit 
specific behaviors, mostly for “jailbreaking” models



Summary

Generative models trained on large collections of data can 
theoretically reproduce many patterns in that data

Prompt engineering can guide a model toward a behavior, by 
including similar examples, associated phrases, etc

Careful prompting also gives models room to “think” better via 
chain-of-thought, tool use, etc


